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Abstract: Voice-activated virtual assistants (Google, Alexa, etc.) are becoming more and more 

a part of people's daily lives. Although their usefulness and functionalities are increasing, the 

voice interface between man and machine has not been sufficiently taken into account by 

companies that have developed their voice application (i.e. Alexa Skills or Google Actions) yet: 

the synthetic voice applied to the technology. Our research aims to measure the impact of the 

assistant’s voice on consumers reactions. Based on 15 interviews of users, the results reveal 

that the type of voice of the assistant influences trust in the assistant and social presence. 

However, in contrast to studies conducted on virtual agents and chatbots, our research indicates 

that realism influences trust; a synthetic voice that sounds exactly like a human degrades the 

perception of the voice assistant. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Made famous by the voice-activated connected speakers Google Home (Google Assistant) 

and Amazon Echo (Alexa) released respectively in France in 2017 and 2018, the virtual voice-

activated assistant is defined as an intelligent system connected to the Internet, capable of 

understanding a question formulated orally by a human, then to perform certain actions or to 

give a response by synthetic voice (Lahoual and Fréjus, 2018). Assistants now offer many 

functionalities: information search, conversations with brands, online shopping, office or 

administrative tasks, entertainment or even home automation (Ammari et al., 2019; Gouliaéva 

et al., 2020). For their part, companies have the possibility of connecting a voice version of 

their website (i.e. a voice application) to virtual voice-activated assistants, to offer a new 

channel of interaction with their customers (Mclean et al. 2021). At the end of 2019, there were 

200 million connected speakers worldwide (3 million in France), but there were actually more 

than 2.5 billion voice assistants (50 million in France) because there are more and more voice-

activated devices, like the smartphones, speakers, smart TVs and many other connected objects, 

ensuring very quick adoption (Médiamétrie 2018, CSA 2019 and Hadopi 2019 studies). Unlike 

chatbots and virtual agents that complement browsing on a website or mobile application, the 

characteristics of voice assistants differ from other technologies; they can be used (totally or 

almost) independently without any other interface and, thus, replace classic web browsing with 

a screen and a keyboard (Natale, 2020). This technology completely puts into perspective the 

way individuals consume content on the web, search for information and buy products or 

services (Mclean et al., 2019; Ramadan et al., 2019). The voice, much more than the image, 

touches the imagination, invites pleasure and confidence. Although the voice, universal and 

innate, appears to be the most obvious solution for exchanging between man and machine, it 

also gives opportunities to new challenges associated with web design; with no visual reference 

or text to guide or spark interest, no buttons or links to click and navigate (Devillers, Masure & 

Obin, 2020). Given the recent arrival of virtual voice-activated assistants to the general public, 

this technology is still a new field of research and the work is mainly focused on understanding 

the first uses. The study problem that we have identified can be summarized as follows: does 

the voice of the assistant generated specific reactions ? The theoretical interest of this research 

is to highlight the effects of virtual assistant’s voice on the reactions of users. From a managerial 

point of view, this research aims to propose lines of thought for brands wishing to develop their 

voice assistant. 

2. The conceptual framework of the research 
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Being interested in the effects of assistant’s voice on the user reactions naturally leads us to 

study the literature on human-machine interfaces and the voice. All of these two areas of 

research will provide a theoretical framework on the effects of the voice on users. 

 

2.1 Voice as Human-Machine Interface 

The success of voice assistants is also largely explained by the ease of use of its interface 

(Ammari et al., 2019; Rzepka et al., 2020), in this case the voice, as well as the emotion that is 

able to send back to its user. It easier to interact with systems thanks to IHMs, there was the 

keyboard and the screen, the mouse, then the touch screens and the touch, and finally the voice. 

The virtual voice-activated assistant changes the situation, since here the HMI is “invisible”, 

without visuals, without design, without logo or without button to click (Velkovska and 

Zouinar, 2018). The voice as Man-Machine Dialogue (DHM) considerably influences 

behaviors, orally the user will express himself 3 times faster (Poirier, 2017). One can wonder if 

communicating with a system in the same way as we communicate with a person, would this 

not ultimately be the most successful HMI there is? The human voice is a mechanical process 

composed of very rich characteristics: frequency, intensity, pitch, timbre of the voice and finally 

prosody. This is obviously the most effective way to communicate between individuals (Cornut, 

2009). The so-called synthetic voice, on the other hand, corresponds to the production of an 

artificial voice that imitates the human voice. Synthetic voices were first mechanical (1780), 

then electronic (1938), and finally computerized. If, before the 2000s, robotic synthetic voices 

were still quite far from a human voice and not very expressive, now they are modeled on the 

basis of real human voices, where actors recite many sentences in a loop allowing a machine to 

produce any sentence based on this voice. Anthropomorphism also humanizes the 

characteristics of synthetic voices; the sound of the voice obviously (robotic or human), but 

also onomatopoeia, hesitations, even silences such as moments of reflection or breathing, these 

are all markers that humanize the assistants (Dubiel et al., 2018). Finally, the characteristics of 

the assistant's voice, such as familiarity or formality, serious or friendly, low or high tone, 

gender, the ability to be humorous are all characteristics that shape "the identity voice" of a 

brand through its voice assistant. Not very expressive in the 2000s (Stern et al., 1999; Nass and 

Moon, 2000), now the assistants’ voices perfectly imitate that of a real person (Shen et al., 

2018). According to Natale (2020), voice synthesis technology and its paralinguistic 

characteristics (based on real human voices) would no longer allow individuals to discern a 

synthesized voice from a human voice as mimicry is pushed to its climax. According to Obin 

and Roebel (2016), from now on “speech is no longer the privilege of humans”. 
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2.2 The effects of synthetic voice on users 

The effects of machine voice on user behavior are numerous. Mehrabian indicated as early 

as 1967 that only 7% of language passes through words, and 38% through the voice in reality. 

Even if at this stage, to our knowledge, there is no study on the assistant’s voice, there are 

however many studies on the effects of the voice of virtual agents and chatbots on the behavioral 

intentions and reactions of consumers, on many dependent variables traditionally studied in 

marketing (Lee and Nass, 2003; Qiu and Benbasat, 2009; Chérif and Lemoine 2019). The user 

tends to interact naturally with the machine as with a human (Porcheron et al., 2018). Among 

the main effects of the voice, we can cite trust in technology, such as perceived honesty and 

credibility or the consideration of consumer expectations and motivations (Lemoine and 

Notebaert, 2011). In the field of voice assistants, early work also confirms the impact of the 

voice on perceived trust in technology (Pagani et al. 2019; Liao et al., 2020). The literature also 

states that the theory of social presence (i.e. the ability of a technology or interface to release a 

form of human warmth and allow the user to have the feeling of being in the presence of another 

individual) could also apply to voice assistants and motivate users to adopt the technology 

(Sundar et al, 2017; Chattaraman et al., 2019; Mclean et al., 2019 and 2021). The literature 

suggests that individuals interact with a voice assistant instinctively, in the same way as they 

would with a human and thus develop a special relationship with the device (e.g. users naturally 

tend to say hello to their assistant or the thank), we can deduce that social presence plays an 

essential part in user behavior (Kiseleva et al., 2016; Lopatovska et al., 2018). Finally, the work 

carried out on virtual agents also sheds light on the effects measured on other variables, such 

as attachment, realism or amusement. 

 

3. Methodology 

 

This qualitative study conducted with consumers is based on 15 semi-structured interviews, 

conducted face-to-face from may to october 2021. In order to benefit from a representative 

sample of users of this type of technology, we have selected a varied audience in terms of socio-

demographic variables, but also proximity to the device (frequent or occasional use, seasoned 

users or not). 
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In a second step, we used the method of 

protocols, in order to circumvent any brakes on 

the perception of technology. For our study, we 

invited respondents to manipulate and interact 

with voice assistants. This allowed us to 

highlight the emotions felt by the individuals 

interviewed and to observe their behavior in  
 

real situations of use. We asked the interviewees to discuss with five branded voice assistants, 

selected from a benchmark of around fifty assistants offered by certain brands. 

4. Results and discussion 

 

Our analysis reveals that the voice type of assistants has a significant impact on user 

reactions and emotions. 

 

4.1 Perception of the voice HMI 

The ease of use provided by the voice HMI stands out as one of the main success factors of 

voice assistants and thus confirms the literature (Kowalczuk, 2018), “there is still a story of 

ease. I can ask my son to ask for the weather.” The HMI is a unanimous success with 

respondents, "I like my voice assistants because I don't need to type, you see... I just say OK 

Google and it answers me", or "There, without instructions , it’s still very simple to use”. The 

device also reduces the cognitive load of searching for information on a search engine and the 

web, "I'm going to go to Google or Yahoo and I'm going to have to look for information myself 

on lots of websites, whereas with a voice assistant I don't need to ask myself which website to 

get the information from, the assistant will do it automatically". Conversely, some consumers 

are afraid of falling into a certain form of harmful ease provided by this HMI, "even if it 

provides ease of answering questions, if it is fast, it is also a bit soothing, I would say . Soothing 

because it takes away the need or the will to get up and get the information yourself”, some 

users add “I don’t want my son to get used to this automaticity. […] to give him the impression 

that everything is easy and that the information can be found like that, with the snap of his 

fingers”. Finally, despite obvious ease of use, respondents mentioned the blank page syndrome, 

"using a voice assistant is when you know what you can do with it […] and in fact, as you don't 

know, you don't don't use it”, a disadvantage noted by many respondents “when you buy 
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something you don't even have a user manual, so you don't really know how to really use them 

100%. What are good keywords? ". 

 

4.2 Voice and its effects on the consumer 

The voice emerges as one of the determining variables that motivate the use of a voice 

assistant, one respondent indicates "finally the voice of the assistants was not something that I 

paid too much attention to until now, but with the tests I realize unconsciously that the voice 

matters a lot”. Referring to synthetic voices, one respondent said “I really don’t feel like it’s a 

machine, it’s almost scary. The tone is also very impressive, the non-verbal language, and it is 

extremely natural”. 

 

For our study, we selected branded voice 

applications (backed by Google or Alexa 

systems) with a wide variety of voice 

characteristics, among which we can cite: 

gender, speaking speed, tone, pitch, timbre, 

prosody and type of voice (human or robotic). 
 

After interacting with branded voice apps, our study found that assistants with a more 

robotic synthetic voice were more successful, “OuiSCNF's voice I found more human, but not 

100% either. I found it more pleasant”, or even speaking of another robotic synthetic voice “the 

voice I didn't give myself any particular thought […] there was a little robotic side to it but that 

didn't bother me ". Contrary to the work carried out on chatbots and virtual agents (Lee and 

Nass, 2003; Wang et al., 2007; Chérif and Lemoine 2019), a human voice that nevertheless has 

some robotic characteristics thus seems to generate a positive effect on trust, "I don't really like 

human voices, I prefer when it's more robotic, a bit spatial because it's more modern, it's more 

futuristic...it's a machine, I expect a voice machine", another respondent adds "it doesn't bother 

me that the voice is robotic, it doesn't bother me on the contrary, that way I'm aware that I'm 

exchanging with a machine and not a human, I don't want the robot to imitate the human, it's 

not a human". The perceived realism strongly influences the reactions of users, "if it was a 

human voice it would be weirder than if it was a robot voice [...] I prefer this robot side because 

a human voice would put me more uncomfortable. A human voice tends to humanize 

technology even more and this boundary between human and machine could scare me”, a 

phenomenon which is reminiscent of the valley of the uncanny (MacDorman, 2019), “you 

imagine I'm talking to someone thinking it's a human and finally I realize it was a robot… 
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frankly I wouldn't trust it”. The voice assistant having no visual representation unlike virtual 

agents and chatbots, a respondent adds that with this type of technology it is necessary to have 

"a few clues that allow to clearly identify the artificial character of the voice and the system 

with whom I speak”. An assistant with a very realistic human voice seems disturbing, "I find 

the voice more unhealthy, it looks more stupid" or even "this does not inspire confidence in 

me". It even brings a certain form of mistrust, "I don't really know what I have to do, he has a 

human voice but it's weird, I will trust him less". In addition, the voice seems to have an impact 

on social presence, as some respondents indicate, "sometimes it gives a nice side to talking to 

someone", or even "I preferred the voice of Google Home because we have the impression that 

he was no longer there with us”. One respondent told us “it also brings a presence, even if it is 

not human, it is still more pleasant than staying behind a screen to type, it is more lively, more 

playful and more pleasant”. The anthropomorphic character adds a little more to the technology, 

"what's nice is that the assistant has a first name, so it allows you to get closer to him and the 

voice". Conversely, when users interact with a voice assistant benefiting from a very realistic 

human voice, they seem to be in resistance “I had the impression that it was an answering 

machine completely”. 

 

5. Contribution of research and conclusion 

 

The theoretical interest of this research is to study the multidisciplinary concepts of HMIs 

and voice, making it possible to highlight the effects of the assistant’s voice on user reactions 

and to enrich the literature in digital marketing. Despite the work on the uses of virtual voice-

activated assistants (the levers and obstacles to their adoption in particular), or the work on the 

voice of chatbots and virtual agents, we found no study that was specifically interested in the 

voice of the assistant. If the voice gives substance to a machine, and more particularly to a voice 

assistant devoid of visual representation, we are faced with two possible choices: to provide the 

assistant with a synthetic voice that resembles a human voice in every way or to opt for a 

synthetic voice which, although based on human phonemes, allows the user to identify that he 

is exchanging with a machine, and not with a human. Our qualitative consumer research 

confirms the literature on the importance of the assistant’s voice. On the other hand, our analysis 

on the voice is opposed to the literature carried out on virtual agents, we highlight that a voice 

assistant equipped with a more robotic synthetic voice seems better appreciated than an overly 

realistic human voice. From a managerial point of view, this research aims to suggest lines of 

thought for designers of voice assistants as well as brands wishing to develop their voice 
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assistant and improve the relationship with their consumers (Viot and Bressolles, 2012). The 

voice offers tremendous opportunities for experimentation and invention of new uses, an 

unprecedented opportunity to create an online experience specific to each site and to stand out 

on the web (Reeves et al, 2019). The next few years promise a disruption of web browsing 

inherited from aging HMIs, voice assistants are likely to significantly change both consumer 

behaviors and marketing strategies (Mari et al., 2020). The voice opens up new perspectives, 

where the rules of the game have to be reinvented (Kumar, 2018). Given the exploratory nature 

of our research, our conclusions still have certain limitations. Our study has limited external 

validity due to the size and composition of our sample. It would be appropriate to undertake an 

experiment on a voice assistant in order to modulate its voice (human versus robotic) and test 

the impact of the different voice characteristics on the users. 
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